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COINCIDENCE INDEX AND MULTIPLICITY

BY

B. LALOUX AND J. MAWHIN

ABSTRACT.  This paper is devoted to the extension, in the frame of

coincidence degree theory in normed spaces, of the concept of Leray-Schauder

index of an isolated fixed point.  The generalization includes basic properties

of the coincidence index, Krasnosel'skii type theorems for the case of nonin-

vertible linear part and a Leray-Schauder's type formula relating the index and

spectral theory in the linear case.  This last problem needs the introduction of

the concept of characteristic value for some couples of linear mappings and

of its multiplicity.

1. Introduction. The concept of coincidence degree for couples (L, TV) in

locaUy convex spaces, with L a Fredholm linear mapping and TV some nonlinear

mapping, has been recently introduced in [9]. When the Fredholm index of L is

equal to zero, the only case we shaU consider here, this coincidence degree is an

integer which reduces to the Leray-Schauder degree of 7 - TV if L is the identity

mapping 7 and TV is completely continuous. Moreover the coincidence degree

theory appears to be a convenient frame for studying various types of equations

of the form Lx = TV* when LT1 does not exist [4], [6], [11] -[13], [17], in

the same way that Leray-Schauder's degree is extremely useful for considering

cases where L is invertible.

On the other hand, it already appears in the fundamental paper [7] of Leray

and Schauder that a basic tool for calculating the degree is the study of the index

of an isolated fixed point of a completely continuous mapping. Leray and Schau-

der have in particular studied this index for one-to-one, for differentiable and for

Unear mappings, and, in this last case, they have shown that the index at zero of

the invertible mapping I-A, with A  compact, is equal to (- l)m, with m the sum

of the multipUcities of the characteristic values of A lying in ] 0, 1 [. Later on,

Krasnosel'skii [5] has given an important contribution to this type of problem by

calculating the index of some completely continuous perturbations of identity

whose Unear part is not invertible and by showing the extreme importance of the

concept of index in bifurcation theory. Further results in the Une of Krasnosel'skfi
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are due to Melamed [14]—[15], Zabreiko and Krasnosel'skiî [19].

The aim of this paper is to generalize this material from Leray-Schauder

degree to coincidence degree of mappings in normed spaces. If some of those

extensions, mostly the ones of §2, are nearly trivial, other ones require more

ingenuity and work. It is the case for the Krasnosel'skiî type theorems of §3,

which find a particularly natural setting in the frame of coincidence degree theory

and that we prove in a simple new way. It is still more the case for the general-

ization of Leray-Schauder's formula for the index of linear compact perturbations

of identity, which has needed a definition and a careful study of the concept of

characteristic value for the couple {L, A), with L as above and A linear, and of

its multiplicity. As shown in §4, a "nondegeneracy" assumption on (L, A),

trivially satisfied when L — I, has been revealed as crucial in defining the multip-

licity and has made it possible to associate with the generalized characteristic

value problem a classical one. Those results are then used in §5 to prove a gen-

eralized Leray-Schauder formula relating the coincidence index of (£, A), with A

linear and satisfying the "nondegeneracy" assumption, to the multiplicities of the

generalized characteristic values.

Beyond their own interest, the results proved in this paper will be funda-

mental in developing the bifurcation theory based upon coincidence degree and

initiated in [6].

2. The concept of coincidence index. Let X, Z be normed real vector

spaces, a G X and Í2 a bounded open neighbourhood of a.  Let L: dom L C X —►

Z be a (not necessarily continuous) linear mapping and N: SI —*■ Z a (not neces-

sarily linear) continuous mapping such that Af(£2) is bounded, which satisfy the

following assumptions.

(Hj) L is a Fredholm mapping of index zero, i.e. dim ker L = codim Im L

< °° and Im L is closed in Z.

(H2) LPX{I - Q)N is completely continuous on £2, where P, Q axe continuous

projectors such that the sequence

X -£* dorn L -£* Z •&+ Z

is exact at dorn L and Z [1] and Lp is the restriction Z,|(ker P O dom L) of L at

ker P n dom L.  The existence of F and Q is insured by assumption (Hj) and it

is proved in [9] that condition (H2) does not depend upon the choice of F and

Q.
(H3) The point a is an isolated zero ofL-N.

It follows from assumption (H3) that there exists an e0 > 0 such that the

closure cl BeJa) of the open ball B£Q{a) of center a and radius e0 is contained

in Í2 and such that
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{{L-N)-1(0)}nclBeo(a)={0}.

Hence, for every e E ] 0, e0 [,

0 <£ (L -7V)(dom L n bdry Be(a))

and it foUows then from [9] that the L+-coincidence degree d[(L, TV), Be(a)] of

L and TV in Be(a) will be defined and wiU not depend upon e. Let us recaU that

d[(L, TV), Be(a)], that we shaU caU here simply the coincidence degree of L and

TV inB€(a),is defined in [9] as the Leray-Schauder degree [7] dLS[I-MK,B€(a),Q]

with

MA=P + AUN + L?(I - Q)N,

II: Z —► coker L is the canonical surjection and A: coker L —► ker L is an iso-

morphism preserving orientation chosen upon ker L and coker L.  The relation of

this coincidence degree with other generalized Leray-Schauder degrees has already

been discussed in [9] but the foUowing remarks which we owe to the referee are

of special value in that they aUow simplifications in some of the original proofs.

If Aß = Anilmö, then

MA=P + AQQN + Lp(I - Q)N = (L + FT^F + TV)

where F = KqP, as it is easUy checked by solving the equation (L + F)x = y

written in the equivalent form

L¿I - P)x = {I- Q)y,      Aq'Px = Qy.

Let us also note that (I + F)~1F = AQQA~^P = P.  So

(2.1) d[(L, N), Be(a)] = dLS[I -(L+ Ff^F + TV), Be(a), 0]

if, in F, Aq corresponds to an orientation preserving A.  In the case where L is

continuous, L + F is a Unear homeomorphism and the right-hand member of

(2.1) is equal to the Browder degree [20] deg([G, 5], Be(a), 0) where G = L -

N and S: B€(a) x X -> Z is defined by

S(x, v) = (L + F)v - (F + N)x.

S is caUed a representation of G and it is proved in [20] that |deg([G, S], Be(a), 0)1

is independent of the representation, i.e. of F = A~qP. The basic results of the

coincidence degree theory given in [9] expUcit completely the dependence of

the degree with respect to the choice of F.

The invariance of d[(L, TV), Be(a)] with respect to e justifies the foUowing

Definition 2.1. Assumptions (Hj)-^) being supposedly satisfied, the

coincidence index i[(L, TV), a] of L and TV at point a is the integer d[(L, TV), Be(a)]

for any e E ] 0, e0].
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It follows at once from Definition 2.1 that

i[(L, N), a] = iLS[I-MA,a]= iLS[I - (L + FTX(F + N), a]

where iLS denotes the Leray-Schauder index [7].

The interest of the coincidence index in computing the coincidence degree

follows from the immediate consequence of above definition and corresponding

result in Leray-Schauder theory given below.

Proposition 2.1. Let L: dom L C X —► Z, N: cl 2 —» Z be mappings

satisfying conditions (Hj)-(H2) above with SI replaced by the open bounded

subset 2 ofX.  If

0 G (L - A0(dom L n bdry 2)

and if {L - N)~x(p) is a finite set [ax, . . . , am], then

m

(2.2) d[{L,M),i:]=^i[{L,N),a¡].
/=i

3.  Some results about the computation of i[(L, A7), 0]. We shall be

interested in this section in founding various conditions under which the coin-

cidence index of L and Af at some point, say the origin, can be estimated.  The

results we shall prove parallel, in the frame of coincidence index theory, some

theorems of Leray and Schauder [7] and Krasnosel'skiî [5] for completely con-

tinuous perturbations of identity.  In the whole section, Í2CJ will be an open

bounded neighbourhood of the origin.

Theorem 3.1. Let L and N satisfy assumptions (Hj)-(H2) above with

N(Q) = 0 and let L -N be one-to-one on SI.  Then i[(L, N), 0] exists and

(3.1) |/[(7,AO,0]| = 1.

Proof.  Let Fe(0) be such that cl Fe(0) C SI. It is clear that (L -N)~x(0)

= {0} and that i[(L, N), 0] exists.  By Theorem 3.1 of [9], 7 - AfA is one-to-one

on cl F6(0) and hence, by a well-known theorem of Leray [8] (see also Browder

[2] ), dLS [I - MA, Be(0), 0] = ± 1 which implies (3.1).

A more precise result will now be given, which needs more assumptions

upon Af.  Its proof uses a lemma, first proved by the first author in a slightly

different setting in [6], and that we shall give here explicitly for reader's con-

venience.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose that L satisfies assumption (Hj) and that N = A +

B with A: X —► Z linear, continuous, such that LPX{I - Q)A is compact and

kex{L - A) = {0}, and with B: SI—+ Z continuous and such that LPX(I - Q)B

is completely continuous on SI.  Then (L - A): dom L —+ Z is onto, (L - A)~XB
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is completely continuous on ß and, for every x E Í2,

(3.2) (7 - MA)x = (I - M*)[I -(L- AT'B] x

with

M£=P + AIL4 + LpQ - Q)A.

Proof.  From Theorem 3.1 of [9] we get at once that ker [7 -TtfjÇ] = {0}

and hence, using Riesz theory [16], 7 - AfjÇ wiU be a linear homeomorphism of

X, and hence of dorn L because of the form of 7 - Mfc. Moreover, using Propo-

sition 3.3 of [9],

(7 - M*)x = [An + T.;1 (7 - ß)] (L - A)x

for each x E dorn L and hence, Ail + Lp1 (I - Q) being an algebraic isomorphism

between Z and dorn L, we have

(L - A)x - [AU + Lp (I - 0] -1 (7 - M*)x

for each x E dorn L.   Therefore L - A is onto and, for each zEZ.

(3.3) (L - Áfxz = (I- MIT1 [An + Lp^I - Q)] z,

which clearly shows moreover that (L - A)~1B is completely continuous on fi.

Relation (3.2) then foUows from (3.3) by direct computation.

The following theorem extends to coincidence degree theory a classical

result of Leray and Schauder [7].

Theorem 3.2. Suppose that L satisfies assumption (Hx) and that TV = A

+ B with A and B as in Lemma 3.1. If

(3.4) IIÔS*II < qx{p)\\x\\,      WLp^Q - Q)Bx\\ < q2(p)\\x\\,

for every x E SI n Bp(0), pER+, with q¡: R+ —* 7t+ such that Ump^.0+f7f(p)

= 0, i'=l,2, then condition (H3) is satisfied and

(3.5) i[(L,N),0]=i[(L,A),0].

Proof.  First, using Lemma 3.1, we have

(3.6) 0 - MK)x = (I- M£)[I -(L- AT'B] x

for every x E Í2, with (L - A)~1B completely continuous in Í2. Now, by (3.3),

(3.4), there exists e.x > 0 such that cl 5ei(0) C Í2 and \\(L -A)~1Bx\\ < (1/2)11*11

for every x E cl Bei(0). Hence, for every e E ]0, ex] and every (jc, X) E

cl Be(0) x [0, 1], we have

\\x-\(L-A)-1Bx\\>(U2)\\x\\

which first shows that (H3) is satisfied and then, using the invariance of degree
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with respect to homotopy, that

(3.7) dLS [I - X{L - ATXB, Be{0), 0] = 1

for every X G [0, 1]. Now, using (3.6), (3.7) and Leray's product theorem [8]

we obtain

i[{L, AT), 0] = dLS [I - MA, Be(Q), 0] = dLS [I-M*, Be(0), 0] = i[(L, A), 0]

which achieves the proof.

This theorem shows now the interest of computing i[(L, A), 0] when A is

linear and ker(L - A) = {0}. If X = Z, L =7 and A is compact, a famous

formula of Leray and Schauder [7] implies that iLS(I - A, 0) is equal to (-1)7,

where y is the sum of the multiplicities of the characteristic values of A belonging

to ] 0, 1 [. The two last sections of this paper will be devoted to the extension

of this result to coincidence index.

We shall now be interested in computing i[{L, N), 0] when the linear part

of L - N has a nontrivial kernel. Basic for this purpose are the two following

lemmas.

Lemma 3.2. Let L, N satisfy assumptions (Hj)-(H2) and N be of the form

N = H + R with H: X—*Z continuous and homogeneous of degree k>l, such

that

(3.8) HQFjcII <Plip)\\x\\,      \\Lp\l- Q)Hx\\ <p2ip)\\x\\,

for every * G cl Bp{0) and

(3.9) Hx $ Im L   for every x G bdry Bx (0) n Ker L,

and with R: SI —► Z such that

(3.10) IIQtall < qxip)\\x\\k,   \\LPl{I - Q)Rx\\ < q2(p)\\x\\k

for every x E SI n cl Fp(0), the functions p, q: R+ —*■ R+ going to zero when

p —*■ 0+. Then condition (H3) is satisfied and

(3.11) i[(L, N), 0] = iB[-(AHF)I ker L, 0] = iB[~(JQH)\ ker L, 0],

where J = (AJI)| Im Q and iB denotes the Brouwer index.

Proof.   For every nonzero x E SI we have

(7-MA)x =[I-P+ ||jc||*-1F] [(7-P)x - ||x||1-fcAn(F + R)x

(3'12) -Lpl(I-QXH + R)x]

= {I-Mx\I-M2)x

where Mx is clearly completely continuous on every bounded set of X and where

Af2 is obviously extended to a completely continuous mapping on SI by writing
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Af2(0) = 0. Now, I-P + ||-||k-1P vanishes only at zero and hence, for each

e > 0 such that cl Be(0) C Í2, we have

inf        KI-Fïx-Wxt^AUHxW
xebdryñe(0)

inf       Hxll 11(7 - P)(x/\\x\\) - An77(jc/|U||)||
x£bdryBe(0)

= e        inf \\(I-P)y-AflHy\\.
ySbdry Bj(0)

But 7 - P - AII77 does not vanish on bdry 7?j(0) because every possible zero y

would be such that y E Ker L, Hy E ImZ. which, by (3.9), is only possible when

y = 0. Therefore, by a now classical argument [7],

inf        ||(7-7>)7-AII77j|| = a,
ySbdryßjiO)

with a > 0.

Now, using (3.8) and (3.10), there exists p, > 0 such that cl BPl(0) C Í2

and

IIAILRjcII < (a/3)|Wr\      \\LJl(I - Ô)(77 + R)x\\ < (a¡3)\\x\\

for every x Eel BPi(0). Hence, for each e£]0,pj[ and every x E bdry 7¿e(0),

||* - TM >        inf Wx-Px- Wxf-1 AUHxW
xebdry Be(0)

(3.13) - SUP IWI^IIAIItall
v        ' xebdry B£(0)

sup        \\Lp1(I-Q){H + R)x\\
xebdryfle(0)

> (l/3)ea > 0.

Thus 0 is an isolated coincidence point of L and TV and i[(L, TV), 0] is

defined. Furthermore, using (3.12), (3.13), Leray's product theorem and usual

properties of Leray-Schauder's degree and index, we obtain

i[(L,N),0] =iLS[I-Mx,0] -iLS[I-M2,0]

= dB [(el)\ ker L, Be(0) D Ker L, 0] • iLS[I-P - llxll^AIW, 0]

= iB [(I - P - e1-kAUH)\ ker L, 0] = iB [- (AUH)\ Ker L, 0],

where the subscript B indicates that we deal with a Brouwer degree or index

[5], [18]. If we still note that, using Proposition 3.1 of [9], AII77 = JQH with J

defined above, the proof is complete.

Now we shaU suppose that L: dom L C X —* Z satisfies assumption (Ux),
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that A: X —► Z is linear and continuous and, with notations of §2, that B: SI

—*• Z is continuous, B{Sl) is bounded, Lpx (7 - Q)A compact and Lpx(7 - Q)B

completely continuous in SI. We shall also assume that L' = L -A: dom L C

X —> Z has a closed range with finite codimension and we shall denote by Q' a

continuous projector such that Ker Q' = Im L'. We then have the following

Lemma 3.3. If assumptions above hold for L, A, B and L', then ker L' is

finite-dimensional and (LP')~X(I - Q')B is completely continuous on SI, with

Lp- = L'\ ker F" and P' is a continuous projector onto ker V.

Proof.   By Theorem 3.1 of [9], ker V - ker(7-M£) withM£=P +

AHA + LPX(I - Q)A and, from Riesz theory, is finite-dimensional. Let P' be a

continuous projector onto ker V.

Hence, the mapping (7 - M£)\ ker P': ker P' —► X, which is clearly one-to-

one, is the sum of the linear homeomorphism 7| ker P' from ker P' onto the

closed subspace ker P' of X and of the compact mapping -Mfc I ker P'. Using

the extended Riesz theory (cf. for examples [3, p. 330, Problem 2] ), (7 - AfjÇ)|

ker P' is a linear homeomorphism of ker P' onto (7 - Af£)(ker P').  On the

other side, from Proposition 3.3 of [9] we have I-M% = {All + ¿-1(7 - Q)]L'

on dom L, with An + Lpx (I - Q) an algebraic isomorphism of Z onto dorn L.

Hence,

L'p. = L'\ ker P" = [All + Lpx(I - Q)]-1 [(7 - M*)\ ker P'],

which implies that the equality

(L'p)'1 = [(/-MX)\ ker F']-1 [An + LPX(I - Q)]

holds on Im L', and, in particular,

{L'P,)-X{I- Q')B = [{I~MX)\ ker F']-1 [All + LPX{I - Q)]B

= [{I - A/*)| ker F']-1 [Ail + Lpx(7 - 0] Q'B.

The first term in the right-hand member of this equality is clearly completely

continuous on SI and the same is true for the second term if we remark that a

linear mapping is always continuous on a finite-dimensional space and if we use

the fact that B is continuous and B{Sl) is bounded.

We shall now use Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 to prove a result which is comple-

mentary to Theorem 3.2 in that it gives a way to compute i[{L, N), 0] when

Af = A + B and kerf! - A) ± {0}.

For this purpose, let L: dorn L CX—*Z satisfy assumption (Ht) and Af

be of the form N = A+H + R mthA: X -* Z he as in Lemma 3.3, F: * —►

Z and F: SI —> Z as in Lemma 3.2 and such that LPX(I - Q)H is completely

continuous on cl Fx(0) and LPX(I - Q)N completely continuous on SI. Let us
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also suppose that l! = L - A is a Fredholm mapping of index zero, that P', Q',

Lp' have the same meaning as in Lemma 3.3 and let us write TV' = TV -A =77 +

R.  We have then the following

Theorem 3.3. (L, TV) and (L\ TV') being defined as above and satisfying

the quoted assumptions, let us suppose that Hx ^ Im l! for every x E ker L' such

that \\x\\ = 1. Then 0 is an isolated zero for L - TV and

(3.14) i[(L, TV), 0] = iB [-(J'Q'H)\ ker 7,', 0] • i[(L, A - (JTlP% 0]

where J' = A'n'l Im Q' with n': Z —* coker V the canonical surjection and A':

coker L' —*■ ker V an isomorphism preserving orientation chosen upon coker V

and ker L'.

Proof.  From the assumptions and Lemma 3.3, it is easy to see that

(V, TV*) satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 3.2, which implies

(3.15) i[(L', TV'), 0] = iB [-(J'Q'H)\ ker L', 0].

On the other hand, the way used in Theorem 1 of [10] can be applied here

under the assumptions made and furnishes the relation

i[(L, TV), 0] = i[(L, A - (J'T'P'), 0] • i[(L', TV'), 0],

which, together with (3.15), gives the asked relation.

Remark 3.1. If ker (L-A)= {0}, it foUows from Lemma 3.1 that l! =

L -A satisfies the needed assumptions and the supplementary condition upon 77

is necessarily satisfied. In this case, (3.14) reduces exactly to (3.5) if we use the

convention introduced in [10] for the Brouwer degree of a mapping in a 0-dimen-

sional vector space.

The result of type (3.14) for Leray-Schauder index, first given by

Krasnosel'skii [5] in a sUghtly different form and proved in a very complicated

way, can be easUy deduced from Theorem 3.3.

Corollary 3.1. Let A: X—*Xbe linear, compact and such that

(3.16) X = ker(7 - A) 0 Im(7 - A),

H: X—*-Xbe completely continuous on cl Bx(0), homogeneous of degree k > 1

and satisfying (3.8) and R:Sl—*X completely continuous and satisfying (3.10).

Then, if Hx £ Im(7 - A) for every x E ker(7 - A) such that \\x\\ = I, and if N =

A + H + R,we have

i[(I,N),0] =iLS[I-N,0]

(3 17)
= iB[-(P'H)\ter(I-A),0]-iLS[(I-A)\lm(I-A),0]

(3.18) = iB [~(P'H)\ M/ " A), 0] • iLS [I-{I- e)A, 0]
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where P':X —> X is a projector such that Im P' = Ker(7 - A) and e > 0 is

sufficiently small.

Proof.  By using the fact that every linear compact perturbation of identity

is a continuous Fredholm mapping of index zero [1], it is easily checked that

conditions of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied with L' = I - A and moreover we can

take P' = Q' and 7' the identity in ker(7-.<4).  On the other hand, it follows

from (3.16) and Riesz theory that Im P' and ker P' are invariant for 7-A and

hence

i[(I,A-P'),0] =iLS[I-A+P',0]

= iLS [7 - A(I - P'), 0]=iLS [(I - A)\ ker P', 0],

which together with (3.14) gives (3.17). On the other hand, let us consider the

homotopy

I-M(k) = I-A +eXA + (l -X)P',      XG[0, 1],

where e > 0 is such that p = 1 is the unique characteristic value of A situated

in [1 - e, 1 + e]. Clearly, [7 -M(l)]x = (I - (1 - e)A)x * 0 for jc * 0. More-

over, 7 -M(X) = [(1 -X)I + eXA]P' + [7-(1 -eX)A] (I-P'), the two operators

of the right-hand member taking respectively their values in Im P' and ker P'.

Hence, if x = M(X)x for some X G [0, 1 [, we have

x = P'x,     P'x + eX(l - Xy1AP'x = 0

which shows that jc = P'x is an eigenvector of A for the eigenvalue -eX(l - X)-1.

This number being different from 1 for each X G [0, 1 [, it follows from Riesz

theory that x must be zero. Hence,

iLS [I - A + F\ 0] = iLS [I - M(0), 0] = iLS [I - M(l), 0]

= iLS[I-{l-e)A,0]

which implies (3.18).

For other papers devoted to the computation of Leray-Schauder index

under various conditions, see [14], [15], [19].

4. Characteristic values and their multiplicity for some couples of linear

mappings. Let X, Z he locally convex separated vector spaces on the complex

field, L: dom L C X —* Z a linear mapping and A: X —*■ Z a continuous linear

mapping which satisfy the following assumptions:

(Hj') L is a Fredholm mapping of the index zero;

(H2) Lp1 {I - Q)A is compact,

where the notations are those of §2.

Definition 4.1. p G C will be said to be a characteristic value for {L, A)

if ker(7 - pA) ¥= {0} and will be said to be a regular covalue for {L, A) if

{L -pA)~x exists on Z and is continuous.
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These concepts have been introduced in a more general form in [6] and

reduce respectively to the classical ones of characteristic value of A and of the

inverse of regular value for A when X = Z and L = I.

In the light of the equivalence theorem proved in [9], we obtain immediately

(4.1) ker[¿ - uA] = ker[7 -TtfjÇi»]

with

M%(n) = P + uAUA + pLp1^ - Q)A.

This theorem was used to prove in [6] that, under assumptions (Hj)—(H2),

uECis either a characteristic value or a regular covalue for (L, A).

Moreover, with the same assumptions, we shaU prove now a result about

the structure of the set of characteristic values for (L, A).

Lemma 4.1. If assumptions (H'j)-(H2) hold, then the set of characteristic

values for (L, A) is either Cora set at most countable with only one possible

accumulation point at infinity.

Proof.  If there exists one regular covalue ¡ix for (L, A), we have, in the

same way as in Lemma 3.1,

[7 -MXm = [I-MZQiJ] [I ~(}i- M,)(¿ - u^T'A].

Then, if we note that the characteristic values for (L, A) are just translates by

px of the classical ones for the compact mapping [L - jux>4]—1^4, the result

foUows at once from Riesz theory.

Thus in order to obtain a nontrivial spectral problem for (L, A), we must

add sufficient conditions on (L, A) to insure that the characteristic values do not

fiU up C. That (H'j[)-(H2) are not sufficient to prevent this "spectral degeneracy"

is shown by taking

X = Z = C2,     L: (x, y) r-+ (x, 0)   and   A: (x, y) H* (y, 0).

But before looking for those auxiliary conditions, we wiU consider a second

useful aspect of a spectral theory, the notion of multiplicity associated to a

characteristic value.

In fact, since in general the space X differs from the space Z, the classical

definition of multipUcity of a characteristic value for a Unear compact perturba-

tion of the identity fans. On the other side, from the equivalence theorems of

[9], it would be natural to relate the multipUcity of a characteristic value for

(L, A) to the dimension of ker [7 - Mfc(ß)] "°, with «0 the smaUest integer such

that ker[7-TI/A!(/i)]"0+1 = ker[7-M*Qi)]n°. Such a number exists by the

compactness of Af£(ju) but, unfortunately, it depends upon the (usuaUy nonunique)

choice of projectors P and Q, as shown in the foUowing example.
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Example 4.1. LetJST = Z = C2,

L: {x, y) H+ (0, -x + y),     A: (x, y) l-> (-y, -x + y).

Then

L - pA: (x, y) H* [py, (1 -pXy ~x)]

has the characteristic values px = 0 and p2 = 1. On the other hand,

ker L = {(x, x), oc G C},     Im L = {(0, jc), x G C}

and hence

F: (x, y) h-» (x, x),     Qx : (x, y) h-* (x, x),     Q2 : (x, y) \-+ (x, 0)

axe respectively such that the sequences

C2^P>C2j^C2_ÖUC2>        l = 1>2,

are exact and it is easily computed that Lpx : (0, x) l—► (0, x). By taking respect-

ively J¡ = All| Im Q¡, i - 1,2 as follows:

Jx : Urn Qx —*■ ker L, (x, x) t-+ {x, x),

J2: |Im Q2 —*• ker L, {x, 0) V-* {x, x),

we see at once that the mappings Af^iju) = P 4- pJ¡Q¡A + pLpx{I - Q¡)A

(z = 1, 2) are such that, for jlí = 1,

7 - M*(l): {x, y) l— {y, 0),     I - M*{1): {x, y) ^ {y, y).

Hence we obtain

ker[7 - M?(1)] = ker[7 - A] = {{x, 0),xEX},     i = 1, 2,

but unfortunately,

ker[7 -Af*(l)]2 = C2 # ker[7 - M*(l)],

ker[7 - Af2*(l)]2 = ker[7 - Af*(l)].

The considerations above lead to introducing supplementary assumptions

on (L, A) both to insure the spectral "nondegeneracy" and make possible a

reasonable definition of the multiplicity of a characteristic value for (L, A). For

this purpose, let us suppose from now on that,

(H'3) for every x G ker I/{0>, Ax $ Im L,

and let us prove a number of preliminary results, beginning with the following

basic

Proposition 4.1. If assumptions (H'^-iHj) hold, there exists a {unique)

continuous projector QA: Z —*■ Z such that

(4 2) Im QA = v4(ker L),     ker QA = Im L.
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Proof.  By condition (H^.^lker L is one-to-one and hence, from (Hj),

dim A(ket L) = dim ker L = codim Im L

which, together with the fact that AQaet L) n Im L = {0}, implies that .¿(ker L)

is an algebraic, and hence a topological, supplement of Im L in Z  [16]. The

existence and uniqueness of QA foUow at once [16].

Remark 4.1. An immediate but important consequence of Proposition

4.1, is that, for every u E ker L,

(4.3) (I-QA)Au = 0.

As we do not emphasize here the dependence of MfcQx) with respect to A

and that the corresponding mapping AfjÇfju) with Q — QA will play a basic role

in what foUows, we shall denote it, to avoid heavy notations, by MA. More

generally, we shaU write, for every u E C,

MAQi) - P + pAUA + uLfO - QA)A,
(4.4) A

DQi) = I - P - uAUA.

The foUowing "factorization theorem" is essential for what foUows.

Proposition 4.2. If assumptions (E'X)-(E'3) are satisfied, then, for each

/16C,

(4.5) I-M^^V-pLja-QJA] -Di».

Moreover, DQÏ) is a linear homeomorphism for every p=£0.

Proof.   The first part of the proof foUows at once from Remark 4.1 and

a simple calculation. To prove the second part, we remark that D(ji) is a com-

pact perturbation of identity with, if u =£ 0, a kernel given by {x E X: x E

ker L, UAx = 0}, i.e., a trivial one by using assumption (H3). Hence, from the

Fredholm alternative [16], DQi) is a linear homeomorphism for each nonzero jLt-

This result makes it possible to associate an ordinary characteristic value

problem for compact linear mappings to the spectral problem for (L, A).

Definition 4.2. If assumptions (H'j)-!!^) hold, a spectral operator

associated to (L, A) wiU be an operator of the form 7,^(7 - QA)A, with P: X

—► X any continuous projection onto ker L.

The foUowing results justify the terminology of Definition 4.2.

Proposition 4.3. If assumptions (H'x)-(ll'3) hold, the set of nonzero

characteristic values for (L, A) is equal to the set of characteristic values of

LpX{I - QA)A, with Pany projector in X onto ker L. In particular, the charac-

teristic values for (L, A) form a set at most countable with only one possible

accumulation point at infinity.
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Proof.   The first part of the proposition is an easy consequence of

Proposition 4.2 and the second one of the compactness of Lpx{I-QA)A and

Riesz theory.

The proposition above shows that assumptions (Hj)—(H3) not only insure

the "spectral nondegeneracy" for {L, A) but give precise information, clearly

independent of the choice of the projector P, about the localization of the

characteristic values for {L, A). That this result is strongly related to the choice

of the particular projector QA is shown by the following example proving that,

with QA replaced by an arbitrary projector Q, the first assertion of Proposition

4.3 can already be false.

Example 4.2. Let* = Z = C2.

L: {x, y) H* {0,y)   and   A: ix, y) H* {x -y, x -y).

Thus
L-pA: {x, y) (-» iji{y-x),y + p{y-x))

and 0 is the unique characteristic value for {L, A).

On the other side, we have QA : {x, y) l—* {x, x) and, by taking P = Q:

{x, y) r-* {x, 0) the sequence C2 -?-+ C2 -^* C2 -^* C2 is exact. Then, by

an easy calculation, we obtain, for any pEC

I - pL~Px{I - Q)A: (jc, y) r-+{x,y- pLx -y)),

I - pLpl{I - QA)A: {x, y) h-* ix, y).

The first operator Lpx (7 - Q)A has the characteristic value p = -1, but the

second one L~¡}(7 - QA)A has no characteristic value, in harmony with Proposi-

tion 4.3.

We shall now come back to the problem of defining a multiplicity in the

light of assumption (H3). First, we will study the dependence with respect to

F of the multiplicity of a characteristic value of LPX{I - QA)A and, for brevity

we shall denote respectively by KA and KA the operators LPX{I- QA)A and

L~pil ~ Qa)-A with F, P' two projectors onto ker L.

Proposition 4.4. If assumptions (H'^-iH^) hold and ifP, P' are contin-

uous projectors onto ker L, then the respective multiplicities of pas a character-

istic value of KA and K'A are equal.

Proof.   Let us first note that, by the form of KA and K'A and Remark

4.1, Im F and ker F (resp. Im F' and ker F') are invariant subspaces for 7 - pKA

(resp. 7 - pK'A) and that 7 - pKA  (resp. 7 - pKA) acts as the identity on Im F

(resp. Im F'). Therefore we have, for each positive integer «,
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(7 - uKATx = (7 - uKj1-1 [Px + {I- uKA)0 - P)x]
(4.6)

= • • • = Px + (I-uKJJl(I-P)x

and a corresponding relation with P' instead of P.  This shows that,

ker(/ -uKAf = ker[(7 - pKAf I ker P],

ker(7- pK'A)n = ker[(7 - pK'A)"\ ker />'].

On the other hand, using Proposition 2.2 of [9] and (4.2), we have

(7 - p'xi -pKAr = {i-p'- uk'a)o - uKAr-1

(4-8) = (7 - uK'AXl - P')d - pKAf-x

= --- = {I-uK'A)n{I-P').

Therefore, using (4.7), (4.8) and the fact that (7 -P')|ker P is a linear homeomor-

phism of ker P onto ker P' we see easUy that ker(7 - uKA)n and ker(7 - pK'AT

are isomorphic for each positive integer n and Proposition 4.4 foUows then at

once from the definition of the multipUcity.

Now let u be a characteristic value for (L, A), vQi) the smaUest integer

such that

ket[I-MA(ii)]n+1 =ket[I-MA(jji)]n,     n > vQx),

and v'Qi) the multipUcity of m as a characteristic value of a compact linear

operator KA associated to (L, A).

We have the following basic

Proposition 4.5. If assumptions (H"x)-(ll'3) hold, then, for every non-

zero characteristic value u for (L, A) we have vQx) = v'Qi) and

(4.9) dim ker[7 - MAQi)]Htl) = dim ker(7 - uKA)v'w.

Proof.   Let us first prove that, for each p. E C\{0}, and each positive

integer «,

(4.10) Im[7 -MAQi)]" = Im(7 - pKAf.

By (4.5), I-MAQi) = (I- uKA)D(ß), and, by Proposition 4.2, DQi) is a Unear

homeomorphism of X having, by assumption (Hj), a restriction to ker L which

is an automorphism of ker L.   Hence, from the form of DQi), we have

DQi) (ker L © Y) = ker L © Y for every vector subspace Y of ker P.  Using now

(4.6) with « = 1, we have

Inn? - uKA) = ker L © Im[(7 - uKA)\ ker P]
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with Im[(7 - pKA)\ ker P] C ker P.  Therefore, if « is a positive integer,

lxn[I-MAip)]n = [I-MA{p)]"-x(I-pKA)D(p)(X)

= [I-MA(pi)]"+x[lxn{I-pKA)]

= [I-MA i»] "-2(7 - pKA)Diti){kex L © Im[(7 - pKA)\ ker F]}

= [I-MAip)]"-2{I-pKA){keiL® Im [{I-pKA)\ ker F]}

= [I-MA{p)]"-2lxn{I-pKA)2 = • • • = lm{I-pKA)n.

Now, it follows at once from (4.10) that the numbers vip) and v'(p),

whose existence is insured by Riesz theory, are necessarily equal. Moreover, the

finite-dimensional spaces ker [7 - MA (ju)] "00 and ker(7 - pKA )" ̂  axe such that

X = Ker[7 - MA(p)] "<*> © Im[7 - MA {p.)] "(m)

= ker(7-pKAfM © Im(7-pKA)v^\

which, together with (4.10), implies (4.9).

We are now able to introduce the following

Definition 4.3. If assumptions (Hj)-^) hold, the multiplicity ßQi) of

the characteristic value pEC for {L, A) is the number

(4.11) ß{ß) = dim ker [7 - MA <ju)] *<">.

That |3(p) uniquely depends upon L, A and p is insured by Propositions

4.4 and 4.5. When X = Z, L = 7 and A is compact, pYjLt) is nothing but the

classical multiplicity of the characteristic value p of A.

Moreover, it follows from Propositions 4.4 and 4.5 that the multiplicity

of any nonzero characteristic value p for (L, A) is equal to the (classical)

multiplicity of p as characteristic value of any compact linear operator KA

associated to (L, A).  On the other side, 0 is a characteristic value for (L, A) if

and only if ker L + {0} and, from the fact that I - MA(0) = 7 - P, it is clear

that i<0) = 1 and

(4.12) J3(0) = dim [ker(7 -P)] = dim ker L.

Another justification of the interest of Definitions 4.2 and 4.3 will be

found in the following section.

5. A generalization of Leray-Schauder's formula for the index of linear

mappings., We shall now use the concepts and results of §§2 and 4 to extend,

in the frame of the coincidence index^heory, the famous Leray-Schauder formu-

la quoted above.  In this section, X and Z will be normed real vector spaces,

L: dom L C X —> Z will be linear, A: X —> Z linear and continuous, and (L, A)

will be supposed throughout to satisfy assumptions (Hj)—(Hj) of §4.
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Theorem 5.1. If p. ER is not a characteristic value for (L, A), then

(5.1) i[(L, pA), 0] = (-lRsign ju)dim kerL • sign dét[-(AIL4)| ker L],

where y is the sum of the multiplicities of the real characteristic values for

(L, A) strictly situated between 0 and u, and where sign det[-(AIL4)| ker L] =

+ 1 i/ker¿= {0}.

Proof.  Using formula (4.5) and the fact that p. is not a characteristic

value for (L, A), each mapping in (4.5) is a linear homeomorphism and hence,

using Leray's product theorem we obtain

(5.2) i[(L, pA), 0] = iLS[I-pKA,0]- iLS[DQi), 0].

By the Leray-Schauder theorem relating the index and the multiplicities and

by Proposition 4.5, we have iLS(I - pKA, 0) = (-1)7 and, on the other side,

iLS(DQi), 0) = iB [-/x(AiL4)l ker L, 0] = +1   or

= (sign u)dim Keri • sign dét[-(AIL4) ker L]

according to Ker L = {0} or ker L # {0}. Formula (5.1) foUows at once from

(5.2).
If X = Z, L = I and A is compact, Theorem 4.1 just reduces to Leray-

Schauder's result. It is also possible to give a "relative" form of (5.1) which is

more elegant.

Corollary 5.1.  Under the assumptions above, if the real numbers p. <

p! are not characteristic values for (L, A), then

(5.3) i[(L, p.'A), 0] = (- 1)s/[(T:, pA), 0],

where 8 is the sum of the multiplicities of the characteristic values for (L, A)

lying in ]p,u'[.

Proof.  From (5.1) applied to p. and u' we obtain easily, with obvious

notations,

(5.4) i[(L, p'A), 0] = (- ïp'-v sign(wu')dim ker Li[(L, pA), 0].

Now, if pp.' > 0, 7' - 7 is equal to S and (5.3) foUows at once. If pu' < 0, 5 =

7 + pYO) + 7' = 7 + dim Ker L + 7' by using (4.12) and hence

(-I)7'-7 sign(/i//)dim kerL = (-lyr'+T+dta kerz. = ^y.

and the proof is complete.

As an application of Corollary 5.1, let (L, A) be a couple of mappings

satisfying assumptions (H'j)-(H2) and let us suppose that there exists a real

characteristic value p! for (L, A) such that the mapping L' = L - p'A satisfies

the conditions (whose notations are obvious),
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(Hi") L' is a Fredholm mapping of index zero.

(H3) For every x G ker A{0}, Ax G Im L'.

Then we have the following

Corollary 5.2. If assumptions (H'j[)-(H2) and (H^-iH™) hold, then,

(a) the set of characteristic values for {L, A) is at most a countable set

with only one possible accumulation point at infinity;

(b) for every e > 0 such that p' is the unique characteristic value lying

in [p! - e, p + e], we have

(5.5) i[(L, ip! + e)A), 0] = (- l)dim ker L'i[(L, (¡¿ - e)A), 0].

Proof,  (a) From the obvious equality L-pA=L'-i¡i- p')A, we see

that the characteristic values for (L, A) axe just translates by ju' of the ones for

(Z,', A). On the other hand, using Lemma 3.3, {L'P')~X{I - Q')A is compact.

Hence, using Proposition 4.3 for (£>', A), we obtain the desired property.

(b) By a direct application of Corollary 5.1 and (4.12) we have

(5.6) i[{L', eA), 0] = {- l)dim ker Li[{L', -eA), 0].

But, using the argument of Theorem 1 of [10], we obtain

(5.7) i[(L' °"' + e)A)' °] = 7° 't[(L'' ^ 01 '

i[(L, Ox' - e)A), 0] = y0 ■ i[(L', -eA), 0]

where y0 = i[{L, -{J'y1?' + p'A), 0] and J' is some isomorphism between

Im Q'A and ker L'. (5.5) then follows at once from (5.6) and (5.7).

We can also give the following complement to Theorem 3.2.

Corollary 5.3. If assumptions of Theorem 3.2 and condition (H3) hold,

then

(5.8) i[{L, N), 0] = (-If sign dét[-(AIL4)| ker L]

where y is the sum of the multiplicities of the characteristic values for {L, A)

lying in ] 0, 1 [.

Remark 5.1.  §§4 and 5 have emphasized the importance of assumption

(H3) which leads to select the crucial projector QA to define the multiplicity.

If one considers relation (5.3) in the equivalent form

i[{L,pA),0] =úSnim')dimketL-iLS[I-pEJ1{I-QA)A, 0]

■i[{L,p'A),0],

and if one remembers that the coincidence index is independent of the choice

of the projectors P and Q, one could expect that (5.9) remains true by replacing

QA by an arbitrary Q.  This is of course not the case if we refer to Example
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4.2 showing that a characteristic value for 7,^(7 - Q)A is not necessarily a char-

acteristic value for Lp^(I- QA)A when Q ¥= QA.

Remark 5.2. It wiU be useful to check that, in Example 4.1, condition

(H3) is satisfied and that Q2 — QA, so that the various phenomena and results

developed in § §4 and 5 can be explicitly illustrated by this example.

Remark 5.3. Striking appUcations of the results of this paper can be easüy

found in the theory of bifurcations for equations of the form Lx - N(x, u) = 0,

when L and TV satisfy assumptions of Theorems 3.2 or 3.3. More precisely,

appUcations of Theorem 3.2 have been given by the first author in [6] whüe

the use of Theorem 3.3 can easüy extend this type of result to cases where the

Unear part of L -TV(-, u) is not invertible. Lastly, the results of §5 can be useful

in comparing coincidence indices associated to different regular covalues for

(L, A{-)), a technique which is fundamental in bifurcation theory (cf. for examples

[5], [6]).
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